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A Game of Thrones
(A Song of Ice And Fire Series - Book 1)

Fortress Frontier (Shadow Ops Series Book 2)
Myke Cole, 2013, SF Cole

George R.R. Martin, 1996, SF Martin

An ancient cataclysm has thrown the seasons into disarray, and the
royal house of Starks is thrust into the center of the conflict, in a tale of
lords and ladies, soldiers and sorcerers, assassins and saviors, and the
game of thrones.

Colonel Alan Bookbinder is an army bureaucrat whose worst war
wound is a paper-cut. But after he develops magical powers, he is
torn from everything he knows and thrown onto the front-lines — cut
off, surrounded by monsters, and on the brink of being overrun, he
must team up with public enemy number one in order to survive.

The Confessions of Max Tivoli

Between

Andrew Sean Greer, 2004, FIC Greer

Born as an old man, Max Tivoli lives his life aging backwards, falling in
love and living an odd, sometimes terrifying life in San Francisco at
the turn of the nineteenth century.

Slave to Sensation (Psy-changeling – Book 1)
Nalini Singh, 2006, FIC Singh

When several Changeling women are murdered, Lucas Hunter, both
human and animal, convinces Sascha Duncan, a member of the Psy,
a race that is forbidden to feel emotions, to help him find the killer.

Kitty and the Midnight Hour (Kitty Norville series – Book 1)
Carrie Vaughn, 2005, FIC Vaughn

When Kitty Norville, a DJ for a Denver radio station and a secret
werewolf, accidentally launches a late-night advice show for the
supernaturally disadvantaged, she becomes the target of a werewolf
hunter and several homicidal undead.

Kerry Schafer, 2013, SF Schafer

When an emergency room patient ranting about dragons
spontaneously combusts before her eyes, Vivian Maylor discovers
that her visions of mythical beasts is real and is plunged into a world
where the line between dream and reality is hard to distinguish—and
control.

A Study in Silks (Baskerville Series Book 1)
Emma Jane Holloway, 2013, SF Holloway

Evelina Cooper, the niece of the great Sherlock Holmes, is poised
to enjoy her first Season in London Society. But there’s a murderer
to deal with--not to mention missing automatons, a sorcerer, and
a talking mouse. “This book has just about everything: magic,
machines, mystery, mayhem, and all the danger one expects when
people’s loves and fears collide.”

Promise of Blood (Powder Mage Trilogy Book 1)
Brian McClellan, 2013, SF McClellan

Name of the Wind (Kingkiller Chronicle – Day One)
Patrick Rothfuss, 2007, SF Rothfuss

A hero named Kvothe, now living under an assumed name as the
humble proprietor of an inn, recounts his transformation from a
magically gifted young man into the most notorious wizard, musician,
thief, and assassin in his world.

Prince of Power
Elisabeth Staab, 2013, FIC Staab

Nursed back to health by the Master Wizard’s son, Anton, after nearly
being killed on the battlefield, vampire soldier Tyra is drawn to her savior
but is unable to trust her feelings for this mysterious wizard
who, harboring a violent secret, might be using her to get revenge on
his father.

Successfully staging a coup to expose corruption and bring relief to
the poor, Field Marshal Tamas inadvertently provokes a war with the
Nine Nations and is betrayed by greedy former allies, a situation that
forces him to rely on his estranged son and a retired police inspector
who is being blackmailed.

Palmerino
Melissa Pritchard, 2014, FIC Pritchard

Positing the art of biography as an act of resurrection and
possession, this novel brings to life a vividly detailed, subtly erotic
tale about secret loves and the fascinating artists and intellectuals
who challenged and inspired each other during an age of repression.
A richly atmospheric, supernaturally shaded novel based on the true
story of a brilliant Victorian-era writer and intellectual.

